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IndoNostalgia Run 40 – October 2011
Cambridge
On the morning of the first of October I pulled
out my Tampon and wished him Happy
Birthday! On getting up I met Uncle Geriatric
on the sofa intent on the Rugger World Cup.
The Upper Class Tart was working on her make
up as UCT’s do. An hour or so later Crabbo and
Lipstick jumped on a bike, sweating their balls
off during the ride on this unusually hot
October day. We walked to the bus where we
were met with a lovely lunch and a man who
looked like the bus driver, but turned out to be
Colonel Blood Knock from Jakarta.
Brief and confusing instructions from the Hares
Just for the day the hares had ordered and
received tropical weather in normally wet and
autumnal Cambridge. In good old Indonesian
style we could for once wear shorts and Tshirts without the customary blue balls, lips,
frost bitten hands etc. As this was an A to B
Hash, we were bussed out to some fellow’s
estate where we were tipped out of the bus.
There was some confusion as to which
belongings should stay on the bus and which
we should take. It was decided in the end that
we would take Uncle Gerry and The Penguin
along on the run. After some brief and
confusing instructions from the hares
(Jetstream and Blowback) the pack was off.

Gibber and Klinger show how to negotiate a stile – in style!

True to tradition Froggie Park ignored all
shiggie, on-on calls etc. and hopped merrily in
the wrong direction at great speed. After half a
mile or so, again, true to tradition, he turned
round to join the rest of the pack. I wonder, he
seems like one of those wind up toys that has
been wound just a tad too much and has to get
rid of the overtight spring, is that why he does
it? No logic to Hashers anyway.
We had some interesting landscapes which I
have mostly forgotten as I have left it so long
to write this report and it was only at the end
of the run that they asked for someone to
write the report, remind me to give them a
down-down for that at the next run, and one
for myself for forgetting everything. There
were some lovely ripe black berries all around.
When checking, which was at every other
corner, many of us took the opportunity to
sample the plump fruits (the berries….!).

Another bloody turnback

A welcome beer stop

Some of us were pleasantly surprised when the
run took us through a churchyard and took the
detour through the church, doing some
shopping along the way. The result, many
Harriettes now have home made bags
matching someone’s curtains. Big thank you to
the hares for meeting this ever present female
need. Even though it meant that we missed the
first part of the circle.
Pugwash turned up for this and there was a
beautiful moment of silence to remember his
lovely wife, Judy, who only passed away a few
days before. We were also honoured with
Gorilla and Chimp.
The circle was manned by ever strong GM
Blowback and RA Tampon on his Birthday.
Strong contributions from Steurstick, Meme,
Pugwash and Lipstick. Confused halirity as
always by Froggie Park. It is so funny to see
someone so completely besotted with his own
jokes that not a single other soul can
understand nor wants to hear. Various charges
for various misdemeanours and a skit of how
wives around the world would deal with their
husbands’ unfaithfulness (is that a word?).

Control Freak, Mme Durex and WYDT - happy harriettes

Don’t fall asleep, you’ve only done half the run

Fun was had by all as UCT, Mudflaps, Furry
Ferret, Adrene, Mme Durex demonstrated
how their husbands would befall the same fate
the world over, not much variation on the
theme of chopping off balls/penises and
stuffing them in various orifices. We are
obviously the forgiving kind! Birthday cake and
vodka complements of Control Freak Danuta.
The most gorgeous food by the Whittle
extended family Thai catering service. Better
than the Blue Elephant in London where you
pay an arm, leg and yet another arm. Off in the
bus where half were fast asleep and the other
half still drinking. Back in Cambridge the pub
was visited by some, but crowds dispersed
rapidly.

Tampon rescues Furry Ferret and Bastard admires Swollen
Member’s stile style

Next morning the hangover run was another
scorching day with a beautiful stroll around
Cambridge. We saw some famous halls,
crossed the river a few times and had a beer
stop in the Botanical Gardens. As there was a
tropical rainforest greenhouse, we felt at home
and homesick for Indonesia at the same time.
The remainder of the day before’s lunch was a
welcome snack. The pack lazed on the grass
before going on through more of Cambridge.
We ended up at Bear’s Yard where we had a
short and swift circle and were feasted on
lovely food by Mrs. Bear and Koala Bear who is
rapidly becoming a Young Lady Bear.

Through the stinging nettle’s

We sunned ourselves in the last of the baking
sun and said our farewells for another six
months or so.
See you all in Cheltenham!
Mme DuRex

This space is reserved for the other scribe,
MeMe’s, report of the run! Pigs on the
runway and ready to fly!

Meme, The Penguin and Tampon cool off, not a pretty sight!

Sisters of the Hash unite!
Enthusiastic start to Sunday’s hangover run

It’s in here somewhere
Waiting at the Botanical Gardens for OAPs discount

IndoNostalgia Hash virgins, Pichenette, Long Story
and Just Georgina

Mme Durex controls Lipstick’s alcohol intake

Celebrity look-a-like Down-down

Tampon thanks our Host, Farmer Kit for his hospitality

